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Every Day Extraordinary
The Trimble® TSC5 controller is the dependable, modern, 
sixth‑generation survey controller that enables you and your team 
to get the job done efficiently and accurately, every day, all day. This 
Android‑based survey controller features a five‑inch screen and full 
keyboard that ensures fast, efficient operation, even while wearing 
gloves. Rugged yet lightweight, with all‑day battery power, the TSC5 
is easy to carry and easy to use. Whether you’re doing precision 
field data collection or layout, when combined with Trimble Access™ 
field software, the TSC5 offers the ideal blend of high performance 
and reliability you expect from Trimble.

Trimble.com/TSC5



 A bright, anti-glare, 5-inch touchscreen for finger,  
stylus, or glove helps you get more done in sunlight  
or low light conditions.

 Backlit alphanumeric keypad for effortless data 
entry, even in tough conditions.

 12 physical function keys, plus the Shift and AGr key 
combinations, provide even more options to speed 
up common jobs.

 Long lasting battery, backed by a removable battery 
option, enables you to power through the whole day.

 Rugged and reliable, and built to military specs 
and IP65 rating, it can handle any environment or 
condition you encounter.

 Optimized to run the latest Trimble Access field 
software for streamlined survey workflows.

 Supports compatible external Trimble GNSS  
receivers, such as the Trimble R12i and Trimble R12, 
for high-accuracy positioning requirements.

 Add additional functionality with an optional 
user-replaceable Trimble EMPOWER module, such 
as a  long-range radio or sub-meter GNSS receiver.

 The TSC5 also features...

 High resolution 13 MP camera

 Fast and powerful Qualcomm 2.2 GHz processor

 4 GB memory and 64 GB storage

 Worldwide WWAN with hot spot capability,  
Verizon certified.

High-value productivity for the jobs surveyors 
tackle every day.

Designed as a workhorse for practical, everyday tasks, the Trimble TSC5 survey controller combines 
outstanding performance and dependability so you can complete your work efficiently and accurately.

The ideal combination of performance and reliability.
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